GroE modulates kinetic partitioning of folding intermediates between alternative states to maximize the yield of biologically active protein.
The central issue of chaperone function is the mechanism whereby partitioning of folding polypeptides along the productive pathway may be maximized, while non-productive folding pathways are minimized. We have found that the GroE chaperone is capable of accelerating the rate of the productive pathway of bacterial luciferase alphabeta heterodimer formation. At intermediate temperatures at which the productive pathway and non-productive pathways leading to dimerization-incompetent monomeric forms of the subunits coexist, GroE enhances the yield of native enzyme while minimizing the yield of misfolded protein. These results suggest that GroE releases the subunits in forms capable of achieving the native structure faster than the forms initially bound by the chaperone. At higher temperatures, at which the native enzyme is stable but the dimerization reaction is diminished, GroE is unable to force the productive folding reaction to occur. However, the chaperone decreases the rate of formation of the heterodimerization-incompetent species, thereby enhancing the final yield of active enzyme when the temperature is reduced to the permissive range. Our results suggest a mechanism by which the chaperone functions to maximize the yield of the biologically active form of the protein while maintaining or even accelerating the essential rapid kinetics of folding reactions.